
HICONNECT TELEMATICS 
DATA SOLUTION
OPTIMISE FLEET, EQUIPMENT AND OPERATOR PERFORMANCE WITH DATA

HiConnect provides near real time data from Hiab equipment. You can use this data 
to optimise operator, equipment and fleet performance and maintenance. Valuable 
insights allow you to make data-driven decisions. This minimises downtime and 
maximises asset utilisation, performance and safety.

Knowing beats guessing
When you get a clear overview of 
what your equipment is doing in 
near real time, you can make data-
driven decisions that improve 
operator, equipment and fleet 
performance. HiConnect offers 
you actionable insights that reduce 
guessing and increase your ability 
to make the right decisions in an 
ever changing reality.

Optimise service planning, 
minimise unplanned downtime
With HiConnect, you understand 
where, when and how the 
equipment is being used. This 
allows you to plan service based 
on actual usage levels, and not just 
the age of the equipment. You can 
use data to increase equipment 
and fleet utilisation and reduce 
unexpected downtime by 
understanding future service 
needs.

Prevent costly mistakes
The actionable insights about 
close calls and misuse let you 
promote safe behaviour. When you 
know what your operators are 
usually doing, it is easy to address 
safety issues. HiConnect enables 
you to optimise training, reduce 
costly mistakes and misuse, and 
lengthen equipment lifetime.

REAL BENEFITS WITH DATA



hiab.com/en/HiConnect

IT’S EASY TO  
GET STARTED  
WITH HICONNECT
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Pay the same, get more
A subscription model with fixed 
monthly fees makes HiConnect a 
low risk investment. Future 
updates will be added at no 
additional cost. HiConnect just 
keeps getting better.

Easy access to your Hiab 
equipment
You can access the equipment 
data on our user-friendly web 
portal. This gives you a clear 
overview of your load handling 
operations in one place.

Actionable insights
HiConnect gives you valuable 
insights and automatic weekly 
reports. As you use HiConnect 
over time, data is accumulated, 
which increases the value of the 
insights.
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Learn from every mistake
Get notifications on close calls and 
statistics about operator behaviour 
that can be used to optimise 
training efforts, improving skills 
and minimise misuse.

Your data is safe with us
We understand the importance of 
privacy, and spare no effort in 
protecting your data, nor will we ever 
sell it onwards.  

Easy asset tracking
HiConnect makes it easy to track 
equipment locations in near real 
time. You can also review work 
visit statistics, idling time and 
routes taken.
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More solutions, lower costs
Combine various smart solutions 
from the HiPerform suite to unlock 
special discounts and reap greater 
benefits.

Easy integration
You can easily access the 
equipment data with your existing 
fleet management system via 
HiConnect API solutions.

Smarter service planning
View your equipment service 
history, and plan future service 
based on actual usage.
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Just sign up for a free preview and explore how 
HiConnect can help you optimise operator, equipment 
and fleet performance.

REGISTER 
for a HiConnect 
preview for free

https://www.hiab.com/en/services/hiperform-smart-solutions/hiconnect-equipment-insights?utm_source=digital&utm_medium=flyer&utm_campaign=HiConnect&utm_content=register

